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Annex SSA Update 
This annex lists the changes made to the official SSA codes for subject groupings.  Table SSA.1 lists 
the official codes and those used in this thesis for data processing.  Table SSA.2 then lists all code 
changes made to any aim within the LARA database that was used in this study. 
Table SSA.1 - Subject group codes for both official and updated versions 
Subject 
Group 
Code 
Originally assigned subject group in SSA 
Tier 1 
Subject group assignment with updated 
groups for this study 
01 Health, Public Services and Care Unchanged 
02 Science and Mathematics Unchanged 
03 Agriculture, Horticulture and Animal Care Unchanged 
04 Engineering and Manufacturing 
Technologies 
Unchanged 
05 Construction, Planning and the Built 
Environment 
Unchanged 
06 Information and Communication 
Technology 
Unchanged 
07 Retail and Commercial Enterprise Unchanged 
08 Leisure, Travel and Tourism Unchanged 
09 Arts, Media and Publishing Unchanged 
10 History, Philosophy and Theology Unchanged 
11 Social Sciences Unchanged 
12 Languages, Literature and Culture Unchanged 
13 Education and Training Unchanged 
14 Preparation for Life and Work Not assigned 
15 Business, Administration and Law Unchanged 
16 Not assigned Key and Basic Skills 
17 Not assigned General Studies and Enrichment 
18 Not assigned English as a Second Language 
20 Not assigned Preparation for Life and Work 
U Unknown subject Not assigned 
X Not Applicable Unknown or Not Applicable 
 
Table SSA.1 - Subject group code changes made for this thesis 
LARA Aim 
Reference 
Number 
Qualification title Original SSA 
classification 
Updated 
classification 
Y5024257 IT Security for Users 01 06 
R5023981 Introduction to the Hair and Beauty Sector 01 07 
50122915 NVQ Diploma in Laboratory and Associated Technical 
Activities (QCF) 
04 02 
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5010682X Extended Diploma in Land-based Technology (QCF) 04 03 
50106946 Subsidiary Diploma in Land-based Technology (QCF) 04 03 
00246004 Foundation Degree in Garden Design 05 03 
50044382 GCSE in Health and Social Care (Double Award) 07 01 
50056049 Award in Alcohol Awareness (QCF) 07 01 
60018938 Certificate in Housing Practice (QCF) 07 01 
60021330 NVQ Diploma in Housing (QCF) 07 01 
10042350 NVQ in Traffic Office 07 04 
60038093 Certificate in Driving Goods Vehicles (QCF) 07 04 
60021676 Award in Emergency First Aid at Work (QCF) 08 01 
F6006524 Web Authoring 09 06 
00244963 Foundation Degree in Criminal Justice 11 15 
50017639 Certificate in ESOL International (Reading, writing and 
listening) (Entry 1) 
12 18 
50017640 Certificate in ESOL International (Reading, writing and 
listening) (Entry 3) 
12 18 
50017664 Certificate in ESOL International (Reading, writing and 
listening) 
12 18 
5001769X Certificate in ESOL International (Reading, writing and 
listening) (Entry 2) 
12 18 
50017706 Certificate in ESOL International (Spoken) (Entry 1) 12 18 
5001772X Certificate in ESOL International (Spoken) (Entry 3) 12 18 
50017731 Certificate in ESOL International (Spoken) (Entry 2) 12 18 
50017755 Certificate in ESOL International (Spoken) 12 18 
50056530 Certificate in English as a Second Language 12 18 
50110901 Certificate in ESOL International (Business English) 
(Entry 3) 
12 18 
50114232 Certificate in ESOL International 12 18 
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50114244 Certificate in ESOL International (Business English) 12 18 
00243384 Foundation Degree in Early Years 13 01 
60006857 NVQ Diploma in Advice and Guidance (QCF) 13 01 
50108281 Diploma in Teaching Yoga (QCF) 13 08 
10035977 Certificate in Personal Development and Learning for 
Unpaid Carers 
14 01 
50056384 Award in Supporting a Child's Learning and 
Development (QCF) 
14 01 
50056396 Award in Supporting a Child's Learning and 
Development (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 01 
50096837 Certificate in Counselling (QCF) 14 01 
50098482 Certificate in Counselling Skills (QCF) 14 01 
50099711 Diploma in Therapeutic Counselling (QCF) 14 01 
5010164X Diploma in Counselling Practice (QCF) 14 01 
50110482 Certificate in Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 01 
50110494 Certificate in Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 01 
50110524 Award in Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 01 
50110846 Certificate in Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication (QCF) 
14 01 
50115273 Certificate in Introduction to Life Coaching Skills (QCF) 14 01 
50115352 Certificate in Life Coaching Skills and Practice (QCF) 14 01 
60009871 Award in Information, Advice or Guidance (QCF) 14 01 
60038767 Award in Parenting (QCF) 14 01 
60038858 Award for Parents to Be (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 01 
6003886X Certificate for Parents to Be and in Parenting (QCF) 14 01 
60039206 Award for Parents to Be (QCF) 14 01 
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D5005368 Health and Safety Awareness 14 01 
F5020445 Individual rights and responsibilities 14 01 
F5021725 Supporting a Child's Learning in School 14 01 
H5005534 Developing Parenting Skills 14 01 
J5005042 Understanding Mental Health 14 01 
J5005493 Drug and Alcohol Misuse Awareness 14 01 
J5020656 Parenting awareness 14 01 
J5024321 Health and safety in places of work 14 01 
J5024710 Keeping Children Safe and Well 14 01 
J6007805 Introduction to health and safety awareness in the 
workplace 
14 01 
K5004837 Understanding Counselling Theories 14 01 
K5005521 Understanding Child Development 14 01 
K5005650 Understanding the Importance of Play 14 01 
K5032847 Investigating Rights and Responsibilities at Work 14 01 
L5005270 Understanding Human Behaviour in Relationships 14 01 
L5005513 Understanding the Principles of Care, Organisational 
Policies and the Role of the Care Worker 
14 01 
L5015779 Introduction to Care Work: Level 1 14 01 
L5021727 Keeping a Child Healthy and Safe 14 01 
M5004810 Introduction to Alcohol Awareness for the Individual 14 01 
M5005388 Recognising Issues of Substance Misuse 14 01 
M5005486 Understanding Stress and Stress Management 
Techniques 
14 01 
T5004811 Introduction to Drug Awareness 14 01 
T5005523 Understanding Children's Social and Emotional 
Development 
14 01 
T5020460 Healthy Living 14 01 
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T5023598 Coping with change 14 01 
T6003135 Healthy Lifestyles 14 01 
Y5004686 Caring for Your Child 14 01 
Y5004722 Introduction to General Health and Hygiene Skills 14 01 
Y5004784 Understanding Eating Disorders 14 01 
Y5005384 Introduction to Drug Awareness for the Individual 14 01 
Y5005420 Health and Safety Awareness in a Working 
Environment 
14 01 
Y5018099 Introduction to Child Care: Level 1 14 01 
Y5032813 Conduct at Work 14 01 
ZSPE1014 Provision delivered for People First Sector Skills 
Council within the Routes into Work programme 
14 01 
ZSPE1028 Provision delivered for Skills for Security Standard 
Setting Body within the Routes into Work programme 
14 01 
50020638 Certificate in HL Mathematics 14 02 
50020651 Certificate in SL Mathematics 14 02 
50020687 Certificate in SL Mathematical Studies 14 02 
50032446 Certificate in SL Chemistry 14 02 
50032458 Certificate in HL Chemistry 14 02 
5003246X Certificate in HL Biology 14 02 
50032471 Certificate in SL Biology 14 02 
50032483 Certificate in HL Physics 14 02 
50032495 Certificate in SL Physics 14 02 
50075512 Certificate in HL Psychology 14 02 
50075603 Certificate in SL Psychology 14 02 
50100737 Diploma in Applied Science (QCF) 14 02 
50100750 Certificate in Applied Science (QCF) 14 02 
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5006552X Certificate in Skills for Working Life - Land-Based 
(Land and Plants) (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 03 
50065555 Diploma in Skills for Working Life - Land-Based (land 
and plants) (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 03 
50065592 Diploma in Skills for Working Life - Land-Based (Land 
and Plants) (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 03 
50065609 Certificate in Skills for Working Life - Land-based 
(Animals) (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 03 
50065622 Diploma in Skills for Working Life - Land-based 
(Animals) (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 03 
50065774 Certificate in Skills for Working Life - Land-based 
(Animals) (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 03 
50065932 BTEC Certificate in Land-based Studies (QCF) 14 03 
50065944 BTEC Award in Land-based Studies (QCF) 14 03 
50065956 BTEC Award in Land-based Studies (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 03 
50066924 Certificate in Skills for Working Life - Land-Based (land 
and plants) (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 03 
50067011 BTEC Diploma in Land-based Studies (QCF) 14 03 
50067175 Diploma in Skills for Working Life - Land-based 
(Animals) (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 03 
50115340 Certificate in Introduction to Horticulture (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 03 
50115388 Certificate in Introduction to Animal Care (QCF) 14 03 
50115534 Award in Introduction to Horticulture (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 03 
50115844 Certificate in Introduction to Animal Care (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 03 
60052235 Award in Environmental Sustainability (QCF) 14 03 
D5005399 Introduction to Garden Maintenance Skills 14 03 
D5005404 Developing Skills for Using and Maintaining Garden 
Tools 
14 03 
F5005119 Understanding Plant Pruning 14 03 
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F6012212 Growing Plants 14 03 
J5005350 Understanding Sowing and Growing Techniques 14 03 
J5005400 Introduction to Planting in a Container 14 03 
K5005017 Introduction to Propagation of Plants 14 03 
L5005107 Understanding How to Grow Fruit and Vegetables 14 03 
R5005111 Developing Skills in Garden Horticulture 14 03 
R5005397 Understanding the Skills Required for Floristry 14 03 
R5005402 Developing an Awareness of Soil Types and Garden 
Habitats 
14 03 
T5005408 Developing Plant Propagation Skills 14 03 
Y5005398 Introduction to Garden Horticulture 14 03 
Y5005403 Developing Skills for Sowing and Growing Plants 14 03 
10062324 Certificate in Engineering (Entry 2 and 3) 14 04 
50057182 Certificate in Introduction to Motor Vehicle 
Maintenance and Repair (QCF) 
14 04 
50057194 Certificate in Introduction to Motor Vehicle 
Maintenance and Repair (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 04 
J5005445 Checking and Maintaining Car Tyre Pressures and 
Tread 
14 04 
J5005560 Checking and Maintaining Fluid Levels on a Car 14 04 
L5005561 Identification of Basic External and Internal Car Parts 14 04 
T6019898 Carrying out basic vehicle maintenance 14 04 
ZSPE1019 Provision delivered for Skills for Logistics Sector Skills 
Council within the Routes into Work programme 
14 04 
10041916 Certificate in Preparation for Employment in 
Plastering (Entry 3) 
14 05 
50040339 Certificate in Preparation for Employment in the 
Construction Industries (QCF) 
14 05 
50040686 Certificate in Introduction to Employment in the 14 05 
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Construction Industries (Entry 3) (QCF) 
60033873 Diploma in Preparation for Employment in the 
Construction Industries (QCF) 
14 05 
A5005393 Developing Woodwork Jointing Skills 14 05 
A5005605 Using Carpentry Hand Skills 14 05 
D5005354 Use of Tools and Equipment for Bricklaying 14 05 
D5005385 Understanding Domestic Plumbing Systems 14 05 
D5005595 Using Decorative Paint Effects for Interior Walls 14 05 
D5015186 Introduction to Brickwork 14 05 
F5005640 Constructing a One Brick Wide Wall Using Bricklaying 
Skills 
14 05 
F5017271 Carrying out Trowel Operations: Level 1 14 05 
H5005601 Introduction to Plastering Techniques 14 05 
J5005641 Developing Wallpapering Skills 14 05 
J5015781 Introduction to Construction Work: Level 1 14 05 
K5005390 Developing Plastering Techniques 14 05 
L5005639 Constructing a Half Brick Wall Using Bricklaying Skills 14 05 
L5015183 Introduction to Carpentry and Joinery 14 05 
M5005357 Using Painting Skills for Interior Ceilings and Walls 14 05 
M5005598 Using Floor and Wall Tiling Techniques 14 05 
M5005603 Preparing Ceilings and Walls for Decoration 14 05 
M5017265 Carrying out Ground Work Operations: Level 1 14 05 
R5005352 Use and Maintain Woodworking Tools 14 05 
T5005358 Using Plastering Skills - Plastering to a Window Reveal 14 05 
T5017266 Carrying out Painting and Decorating Operations: 
Level 1 
14 05 
Y5017261 Handling and Storing Materials/Components: Level 1 14 05 
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ZSPE1004 Provision delivered for Construction Skills Sector Skills 
Council within the Routes into Work programme 
14 05 
ZSPE1006 Provision delivered for Energy and Utility Skills Sector 
Skills Council within the Routes into Work programme 
14 05 
10063985 Certificate in ICT Skills for Life 14 06 
60008301 Award in e-Safety (QCF) 14 06 
L6020099 Using ICT to Find Information 14 06 
ZSPE1007 Provision delivered for e-Skills UK Sector Skills Council 
within the Routes into Work programme 
14 06 
50065518 Certificate in Skills for Working Life - Hospitality, 
Catering and Retail (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 07 
50066080 BTEC Certificate in an Introduction to Hair and Beauty 
(Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 07 
50066092 BTEC Award in an Introduction to Hair and Beauty 
(Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 07 
5006700X BTEC Award in an Introduction to Hair and Beauty 
(QCF) 
14 07 
50067345 BTEC Certificate in an Introduction to Hair and Beauty 
(QCF) 
14 07 
50074611 Award in An Introduction to the Hair and Beauty 
Sector (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 07 
50074623 Award in Introduction to the Hospitality Industry 
(QCF) 
14 07 
50074635 Award in An Introduction to the Hair and Beauty 
Sector (QCF) 
14 07 
5007586X Certificate in An Introduction to the Hair and Beauty 
Sector (QCF) 
14 07 
50075871 Certificate in An Introduction to the Hair and Beauty 
Sector (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 07 
50108529 Certificate in Cleaning and Support Services Skills 
(QCF) 
14 07 
60049996 Award in Employee Rights and Responsibilities (QCF) 14 07 
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F5015780 Introduction to Catering: Level 1 14 07 
H5015190 Introduction to Retail Skills 14 07 
R5032888 Planning an Enterprise Activity 14 07 
Y5015784 Introduction to Retail: Level 1 14 07 
00230589 Self Defence (City Literary Institute) 14 08 
50059993 BTEC Award in Travel and Tourism (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 08 
50060004 BTEC Award in Travel and Tourism (QCF) 14 08 
50060016 BTEC Certificate in Travel and Tourism (QCF) 14 08 
50065385 BTEC Diploma in Travel and Tourism (QCF) 14 08 
50074647 Certificate in Introduction to the Hospitality Industry 
(QCF) 
14 08 
50075676 Certificate in Introduction to the Hospitality Industry 
(Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 08 
A5015194 Health and Fitness 14 08 
L5032839 Practising Leadership Skills with Others 14 08 
50029654 Certificate in HL Visual Arts 14 09 
50029666 Certificate in SL Visual Arts 14 09 
5002968X Certificate in HL Theatre 14 09 
50065531 Diploma in Skills for Working Life - Craft, Design and 
Technology (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 09 
50065543 Certificate in Skills for Working Life - Craft, Design and 
Technology (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 09 
50065579 Diploma in Skills for Working Life - Craft, Design and 
Technology (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 09 
50065610 Certificate in Skills for Working Life - Craft, Design and 
Technology (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 09 
50066031 Award in Media Literacy (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 09 
50066043 Certificate in Media Literacy (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 09 
60035961 Award in Communicating with Drama (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 09 
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60036199 Award in Communicating with Dance (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 09 
60036205 Award in Communicating with Music (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 09 
A5005300 Developing Performance Improvisation Techniques 14 09 
M5005536 Introduction to Personal Digital Photograph 
Processing 
14 09 
50033189 Certificate in SL History 14 10 
50033190 Certificate in HL History 14 10 
00285724 Certificate in Introduction to Citizenship 14 11 
50036865 Certificate in HL Social and Cultural Anthropology 14 11 
50045416 GCSE in Humanities 14 11 
50046494 GCSE in Citizenship Studies (Short Course) 14 11 
50046615 GCSE in Citizenship Studies 14 11 
50065476 Certificate in HL Geography 14 11 
5007135X Certificate in SL Geography 14 11 
T5004775 Understanding Aspects of Citizenship 14 11 
T6007802 Introduction to sustainable development and global 
citizenship 
14 11 
50020626 Certificate in HL Language A1 14 12 
5002064X Certificate in HL Language B 14 12 
50020675 Certificate in SL Language B 14 12 
50020717 Certificate in SL Language A1 14 12 
50021564 Certificate in SL Language Ab Initio 14 12 
60008143 Certificate in HL Language A: Language and Literature 14 12 
F5005041 Developing Creative Writing Skills 14 12 
00243804 BA (Hons) in Lifelong Learning 14 13 
50112983 Award in Mentoring (QCF) 14 13 
50118419 Award in Assessing Vocationally Related Achievement 14 13 
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(QCF) 
50118420 Certificate in Assessing Vocational Achievement (QCF) 14 13 
50118432 Award in Assessing Competence in the Work 
Environment (QCF) 
14 13 
50118444 Award in Understanding the Principles and Practices 
of Assessment (QCF) 
14 13 
50120566 Award in the Internal Quality Assurance of 
Assessment Processes and Practice (QCF) 
14 13 
50123075 Certificate in Leading the Internal Quality Assurance 
of Assessment Processes and Practice (QCF) 
14 13 
60021883 Award in Equality and Diversity (QCF) 14 13 
50018401 Certificate in SL Economics 14 15 
50018413 Certificate in HL Economics 14 15 
50032422 Certificate in HL Business and Management 14 15 
50032434 Certificate in SL Business and Management 14 15 
50084434 Certificate in Developing Enterprise Skills (QCF) 14 15 
50084446 Award in Demonstrating Enterprise Skills (QCF) 14 15 
50084458 Award in Developing Enterprise Skills (QCF) 14 15 
5008446X Award in Exploring Enterprise Skills (QCF) 14 15 
50093575 Certificate for Young Enterprise (QCF) 14 15 
50094233 Award for Young Enterprise (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 15 
50094245 Award for Young Enterprise (QCF) 14 15 
60017971 Award in Demonstrating Enterprise Skills (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 15 
60017983 Award in Exploring Enterprise Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 15 
6002379X Certificate in Leadership Skills (QCF) 14 15 
6004214X Award in Understanding and Exploring 
Entrepreneurship (QCF) 
14 15 
A5005085 Developing Reception and Filing Skills 14 15 
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A5005345 Using Faxes and Photocopiers 14 15 
A5032884 Contributing to Meetings 14 15 
A6003721 Developing Enterprise Skills 14 15 
F5024009 Working in business & administration 14 15 
F6007799 Understanding the business environment 14 15 
F6016065 Introduction to Customer Service 14 15 
H5005338 Developing Filing Skills 14 15 
J5015778 Introduction to Business and Business Administration: 
Level 1 
14 15 
K5004840 Introduction to Customer Service Skills 14 15 
R5005318 Understanding Budgetary Control within a Business 
Environment 
14 15 
R5005321 Understanding Business Communication 14 15 
R5015783 Introduction to Customer Service: Level 1 14 15 
R6001098 Using Office Equipment in a Business Environment 14 15 
T5005229 Undertaking an Enterprise Project 14 15 
T5023584 Business and Customer Awareness 14 15 
Y5032889 Running an Enterprise Activity 14 15 
00230591 Writing Skills (City Literary Institute) 14 16 
00235375 Basic Skills Module for Students with Severe Learning 
Difficulties; Computing 
14 16 
00235450 Intro to Basic Skills (Short Course) 14 16 
00240514 The Henley College Basic Skills Course (HENHE) 14 16 
00276566 Certificate of Achievement in Oral Communication 
Skills: Pre Entry 1: Participation 
14 16 
00276567 Certificate of Achievement in Oral Communication 
Skills: Pre Entry 2: Access 
14 16 
10002807 Key Skills in Application of Number - level 4 14 16 
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10003319 Key Skills in Communication - level 4 14 16 
10008111 Key Skills in Application of Number - level 3 14 16 
10008160 Key Skills in Communication - level 3 14 16 
10008184 Key Skills in Information and Communication 
Technology - Level 1 
14 16 
10008196 Key Skills in Information and Communication 
Technology - Level 2 
14 16 
10008202 Key Skills in Information and Communication 
Technology - Level 3 
14 16 
10009590 Key Skills in Application of Number - level 1 14 16 
10009607 Key Skills in Communication - level 1 14 16 
10009747 Key Skills in Application of Number - level 2 14 16 
10009759 Key Skills in Communication - level 2 14 16 
10026460 Certificate in Adult Numeracy (Entry Level 1, 2 and 3) 14 16 
10037469 Certificate in Adult Literacy (Entry 1, 2 and 3) 14 16 
10042416 Key Skills in Improving Own Learning and 
Performance 
14 16 
10042441 Key Skills in Problem Solving 14 16 
10042477 Key Skills in Working With Others 14 16 
10043688 Key Skills in Working with Others 14 16 
10050292 Certificate in Adult Numeracy 14 16 
10064175 Certificate in Adult Literacy 14 16 
50027803 Award in Functional Skills Information and 
Communication Technology (QCF) 
14 16 
50027840 Award in Functional Skills Mathematics (QCF) 14 16 
50027852 Award in Functional Skills English (QCF) 14 16 
50066109 Award in Mathematical Skills (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 16 
50066407 Certificate in Communication Skills (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 16 
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50066419 Award in Communication Skills (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 16 
50067229 Award in ICT Skills (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 16 
50084641 Functional Skills Qualification in English at Entry 3 14 16 
50084665 Functional Skills Qualification in Mathematics (Entry 
1) 
14 16 
50084677 Functional Skills Qualification in English at Entry 2 14 16 
50084732 Functional Skills Qualification in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) at Entry 3 
14 16 
50084914 Functional Skills qualification in Mathematics at Level 
2 
14 16 
50085001 Award in Functional Skills Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) (Entry 3) 
14 16 
50085013 Functional Skills qualification in Mathematics at Level 
1 
14 16 
50089109 Functional Skills qualification in mathematics 14 16 
50097635 Functional Skills qualification in Information 
Communication Technology (ICT) Entry 2 
14 16 
50099000 Functional Skills qualification in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) at Entry 2 
14 16 
50101389 Award in Oral Communication with Others (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 16 
50101407 Award in Communicating with Others (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 16 
50101420 Award in Independent Communication Skills (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 16 
50101717 Functional Skills Qualification in Information 
Communication Technology (ICT) at Entry 1 
14 16 
50101869 Award in Developing Independent Communication 
Skills (Entry 1) (QCF) 
14 16 
50101870 Award in Oral Communication in the Community 
(Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 16 
50107495 Functional Skills qualification in Information 14 16 
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Communication Technology (ICT) at Entry 3 
50107793 Functional Skills qualification in Information 
Communication Technology (ICT) at Entry 2 
14 16 
50108256 Award in Speaking and Listening Skills for Adult 
Learners (QCF) 
14 16 
50108359 Functional Skills qualification in Information 
Communication Technology (ICT) 
14 16 
50111383 Functional Skills qualification in Information and 
Communication Technology 
14 16 
50113173 Functional Skills qualification in English at Entry 1 14 16 
50123257 Functional Skills Qualification in Mathematics 14 16 
5012397X Functional Skills qualification in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) at Entry 1 
14 16 
60000296 Functional Skills qualification in Mathematics (Entry 1) 14 16 
60000910 Functional Skills qualification in Information and 
Communication Technology at Entry 1 
14 16 
60001161 Functional Skills qualification in English at Entry 2 14 16 
60001197 Functional Skills qualification in Mathematics at Entry 
1 
14 16 
60001203 Functional Skills qualification in Mathematics at Entry 
2 
14 16 
60001215 Award in Functional Skills Mathematics (Entry 3) 14 16 
60001227 Award in Funtional Skills Mathematics 14 16 
60001392 Functional Skills qualification in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) 
14 16 
6000793X Functional Skills qualification in Mathematics at Entry 
Level 1 
14 16 
60010678 Functional Skills qualification in English at Entry Level 
1 
14 16 
60011488 Functional Skills qualification in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) at Entry Level 3 
14 16 
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60012183 Functional Skills qualification in Mathematics at Entry 
Level 2 
14 16 
60012195 Functional Skills qualification in Mathematics at Entry 
Level 3 
14 16 
60013515 Functional Skills qualification in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) at Entry 3 
14 16 
60013527 Functional Skills qualification in English at Entry Level 
2 
14 16 
60013539 Functional Skills qualification in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) at Entry Level 2 
14 16 
60014271 Key Skills in Application of Number 14 16 
60014283 Key Skills in Communication 14 16 
60014295 Key Skills in Information and Communication 
Technology 
14 16 
6001510X Functional Skills qualification in English at Entry Level 
3 
14 16 
60017806 Functional Skills qualification in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) at Entry Level 1 
14 16 
6001782X Functional Skills qualification in English 14 16 
60019578 Functional Skills qualification in Mathematics 14 16 
60028920 Key Skills in Application of Number (KS) 14 16 
60028932 Key Skills in Communication (KS) 14 16 
60030975 Functional Skills qualification in English at Entry 3 14 16 
6004682X Functional Skills qualification in Mathematics at Entry 
3 
14 16 
CBS10001 Basic Literacy Course, Level 1 14 16 
CBS10003 Basic Numeracy Course, Level 1 14 16 
CBS20001 Basic Literacy Course, Level 2 14 16 
CBS20003 Basic Numeracy Course, Level 2 14 16 
CBSE0001 Basic Literacy Course, Entry Level 14 16 
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CBSE0003 Basic Numeracy Course, Entry Level 14 16 
CBSP0001 Basic Literacy Course, Pre-entry Level 14 16 
CBSP0003 Basic Numeracy Course, Pre-entry Level 14 16 
CDT00001 Diagnostic Test in Literacy, 3 glh 14 16 
CDT00003 Diagnostic Test in Numeracy, 3 glh 14 16 
CNBSE001 Open College Network Basic Literacy Course, Entry 
Level 
14 16 
D5004768 Understanding and Using Shapes 14 16 
D5004799 Using Common Measures 14 16 
D5004818 Understanding Data Handling and Probability 14 16 
D5009503 Grammar 14 16 
F5009705 Developing and Applying Fraction Skills 14 16 
F5024320 Developing reading skills 14 16 
F5033258 Understanding Volume 14 16 
F6020066 Using ICT to find information 14 16 
F6020102 Using ICT to produce a text document 14 16 
H5004688 Demonstrating Speaking and Listening Skills 14 16 
H5004786 Developing Reading Strategies 14 16 
H5009504 Reading: Comprehension 14 16 
H5033155 Reading Grammar and Punctuation 14 16 
J5004800 Using Reading for Meaning 14 16 
J5033276 Understanding Perimeter and Area 14 16 
J5033391 Writing for Meaning Skills 14 16 
K5024327 Early mathematics: position 14 16 
K6009935 Using ICT to Support Writing 14 16 
L5004703 Developing Punctuation and Grammar Skills 14 16 
L5004801 Using Writing for Meaning 14 16 
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L5009500 Practical Spelling 14 16 
L5033277 Understanding Length, Weight and Capacity 14 16 
LTRALFD2 Long Term Residential college, approved Adult 
Literacy, Four Day, Level 2 
14 16 
LTRALMN1 Long Term Residential college, approved Adult 
Literacy, Month, Level 1 
14 16 
LTRALTW1 Long Term Residential college, approved Adult 
Literacy, Two Week, Level 1 
14 16 
LTRANWE2 Long Term Residential college, approved Adult 
Numeracy, Weekend, Level 2 
14 16 
LTRCLWEE Long Term Residential College, Adult Literacy, 
Weekend, Entry Level,  PWF F 
14 16 
LTRNNWE1 Long Term Residential college, Adult Numeracy, 
Weekend, Level 1, non approved 
14 16 
M5005018 Introduction to Using Graphics Software 14 16 
M5005021 Introduction to Using Email and Text Messaging 14 16 
M5009506 Reading: Vocabulary, Word Recognition and Phonics 14 16 
M5009702 Data Handling: Extracting and Interpreting Data 14 16 
M5023602 ICT for employment 14 16 
R5004766 Understanding and Using Numbers 14 16 
R5004816 Improving Punctuation and Grammar Skills 14 16 
T5005022 Introduction to Using Desk Top Publishing 
Applications 
14 16 
T5005361 Using Calculations:  Whole Numbers 14 16 
T5009703 Data Handling: Recording and Representing Data 14 16 
T5033290 Writing Composition Skills 14 16 
Y5004767 Demonstrating Speaking and Listening 14 16 
Y5004798 Using Calculations: Fractions, Decimals, Percentages 14 16 
Y5004817 Understanding Common Measures and Shape 14 16 
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Y5004820 Using Calculations 14 16 
Y5005658 Using Spelling Rules and Strategies 14 16 
Y5009502 Punctuation 14 16 
ZUNA1LIT Unitisation (approved external qualification) Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) - Literacy 
14 16 
ZUNA1NUM Unitisation (approved external qualification) Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) - Numeracy 
14 16 
ZUNA2LIT Unitisation (approved external qualification) Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) - Literacy 
14 16 
ZUNA2NUM Unitisation (approved external qualification) Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) - Numeracy 
14 16 
ZUNAELIT Unitisation (approved external qualification) Entry 
Level, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) - 
Literacy 
14 16 
ZUNAENUM Unitisation (approved external qualification) Entry 
Level, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) - 
Numeracy 
14 16 
00260011 GCE A2 Level General Studies A 14 17 
00260012 GCE A2 Level General Studies B 14 17 
00260359 GCE A2 Level General Studies 14 17 
50021849 GCE A Level in General Studies A 14 17 
50022222 GCE AS Level in General Studies A 14 17 
50022234 GCE A Level in General Studies B 14 17 
50022428 GCE AS Level in General Studies B 14 17 
50026525 GCE A Level in General Studies 14 17 
50026690 GCE AS Level in General Studies 14 17 
50034157 International Baccalaureate Diploma 14 17 
50037778 Baccalaureate 14 17 
50043900 GCSE in General Studies 14 17 
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00270249 Certificate in Spoken Communication and 
Presentation (ESOL) - Pre-Entry 1 - Introductory 
Certificate of Success 1 
14 18 
00287832 Access to Higher Education Diploma: for Speakers of 
Languages other than English - Oxford and Cherwell 
Valley College (Oxford) 
14 18 
00288705 Access to Higher Education Diploma: For Speakers of 
Languages other than English - Reading College 
14 18 
10051296 Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life (Speaking and 
Listening) (Entry 1) 
14 18 
10051302 Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life (Speaking and 
Listening) (Entry 2) 
14 18 
10051314 Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life (Speaking and 
Listening) (Entry 3) 
14 18 
10057213 Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life 14 18 
10059878 Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life (Entry 1) 14 18 
1005988X Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life (Entry 2) 14 18 
10059891 Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life (Entry 3) 14 18 
10064199 Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life (Speaking and 
Listening) 
14 18 
50022507 Certificate in ESOL for Work (Entry 3) 14 18 
50022519 Certificate in ESOL for Work 14 18 
50114268 Certificate in ESOL International (Entry 3) 14 18 
50115017 Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life Speaking and 
Listening (Entry 1) 
14 18 
50115029 Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life Speaking and 
Listening (Entry 2) 
14 18 
50115030 Certificate in ESOL Skills for Life Speaking and 
Listening (Entry 3) 
14 18 
CBS10002 Basic ESOL Course, Level 1 14 18 
CBS20002 Basic ESOL Course, Level 2 14 18 
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CBSE0002 Basic ESOL Course, Entry Level 14 18 
CBSP0002 Basic ESOL Course, Pre-entry Level 14 18 
CDT00002 Diagnostic Test in ESOL, 3 glh 14 18 
CNBSE002 Open College Network Basic ESOL Course, Entry Level 14 18 
ZUNA1ESO Unitisation (approved external qualification) Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) - ESOL 
14 18 
ZUNA2ESO Unitisation (approved external qualification) Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) - ESOL 
14 18 
ZUNAEESO Unitisation (approved external qualification) Entry 
Level, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) - ESOL 
14 18 
00119155 Towards Independence 14 20 
00119156 Youth Awards (Bronze) 14 20 
00119161 Workright Award 14 20 
00119893 Youth Award (Silver) 14 20 
00206808 The ASDAN FE Award (level 2) 14 20 
00220841 Duke of Edinburgh's Award - Bronze 14 20 
00220842 Duke of Edinburgh's Award - Silver 14 20 
00220843 Duke of Edinburgh's Award - Gold 14 20 
00222721 Basic Education for Students with Moderate and 
Severe Learning Difficulties 
14 20 
00222787 Adult Continuing Education (Lewisham College) 14 20 
00230625 Personal Development (City Literary Institute) 14 20 
00230781 Personal Development (MWARD) 14 20 
00235004 Basic Study Skills 14 20 
00235269 'ALL' Accreditation for Life and Living Skills 14 20 
00239045 Basic Life-Skills 14 20 
00240401 Skills for Life and Work (CNTBY) 14 20 
00240550 Adult Social Skills (WIRRA) 14 20 
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00240687 Vocational Access Studies (SANDW) 14 20 
00240910 Essential Skills Award (DERWE) 14 20 
00240988 Independent Living Skills (ESTLH) 14 20 
00241129 Independent Living Skills 14 20 
00245013 Foundation Degree in Literacies for Life 14 20 
00245763 HE Bridging Programme: Literacies for Life 14 20 
00252177 National Skills Profile 14 20 
00252320 Accreditation for Life and Living Skills (Customer 
Specific Scheme) 
14 20 
00254070 Pre-Access to HE 14 20 
00270769 Adventure and Residential Challenge 14 20 
00274469 National Award in Social Awareness 14 20 
00274736 National Award in Personal Development 14 20 
00285501 TUC Personal and Professional Development - Level 2 
(30 glh) 
14 20 
00285504 TUC Personal and Professional Development - Level 3 
(18 glh) 
14 20 
00285505 TUC Personal and Professional Development - Level 3 
(30 glh) 
14 20 
00289998 TUC Work Organisation - Level 2 (9 glh) 14 20 
00290000 TUC Work Organisation - Level 2 (12 glh) 14 20 
00290001 TUC Work Organisation - Level 3 (12 glh) 14 20 
00290004 TUC Work Organisation - Level 2 (30 glh) 14 20 
00290005 TUC Work Organisation - Level 3 (30 glh) 14 20 
00295991 Personal Learning and Thinking Skills 14 20 
10035606 Certificate in Personal Effectiveness 14 20 
10044255 Certificate in Equality and Diversity 14 20 
10048546 Award in Financial Literacy 14 20 
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10048558 Certificate in Financial Literacy 14 20 
1004968X Diploma for Progression 14 20 
10057109 Certificate in Self Development through Learning 
(Entry 1, 2 and 3) 
14 20 
10057110 Certificate in Self Development through Learning 14 20 
50017287 Award in Employability (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50017871 Award in Personal Employability, Achievement and 
Reflection for Learning (Pilot) 
14 20 
50018541 Award in Personal Employability, Achievement and 
Reflection for Learning  (Entry 2 and 3) (Pilot) 
14 20 
50025508 Certificate in Skills for Working Life (Entry 2) 14 20 
50027098 Award in Personal Advancement 14 20 
50031107 Certificate in Enterprise and Employability 14 20 
50037237 Certificate in Employability (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50038308 Diploma in Skills Towards Enabling Progression (Step-
UP) (QCF) 
14 20 
50040108 Pre-U Certificate in Global Perspectives and 
Independent Research 
14 20 
50040765 BTEC Award in WorkSkills (QCF) 14 20 
50040777 BTEC Diploma in WorkSkills (QCF) 14 20 
50041381 Award in Personal Development (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50041393 Award in Personal Development (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
5004140X Certificate in Personal and Professional Development 
(Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50041411 Award in Personal Development (QCF) 14 20 
50041423 Certificate in Personal and Professional Development 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50041630 Foundation Project 14 20 
50041812 Higher Project 14 20 
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50041824 Extended Project 14 20 
50042312 Certificate in Employability (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50042567 Award in Employability (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
5004283X Certificate in Preparation for Working Life 14 20 
50046342 Award in Employability and Work Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50046901 Award in Employability and Work Skills (QCF) 14 20 
5005725X Award in Personal Development and Contributing to 
the Community (QCF) 
14 20 
50057261 Award in Personal Development and Contributing to 
the Community (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50057273 Certificate in Personal Development and Contributing 
to the Community (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50057285 Certificate in Personal Development and Contributing 
to the Community (QCF) 
14 20 
50058514 Certificate in Life Skills (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
50059610 Safe Road User Award (QCF) 14 20 
50060788 Certificate in Employability Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50061264 BTEC Certificate in Teamwork and Personal Skills for 
Cadets (QCF) 
14 20 
50064915 Certificate in Skills for Independent Living (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50064940 Award in Skills for Independent Living (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
50065373 BTEC Certificate in WorkSkills (QCF) 14 20 
50065427 Award in Skills for Supported Employment (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50065567 Diploma in Skills for Working Life (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50065580 Award in Skills for Working Life (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50065920 Diploma in Skills for Working Life (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50065993 Award in Skills for Working Life (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
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50066018 BTEC Award in Workskills (QCF) 14 20 
5006602X Award in Volunteering at an Event (QCF) 14 20 
50066353 Award in Exploring Employability Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50066389 Certificate in Exploring Employability Skills (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50067199 BTEC Extended Certificate in WorkSkills (QCF) 14 20 
50068817 Award in Personal and Social Development (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50069688 Certificate in Personal Progression through 
Employment (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
5007233X Award in Managing Personal Finance (QCF) 14 20 
50072973 Certificate in Personal and Social Development (Entry 
1) (QCF) 
14 20 
5007376X Award in Community Volunteering (QCF) 14 20 
50074295 Certificate in Community Volunteering (QCF) 14 20 
5007524X Diploma in Personal Progress (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
50080842 Award in Home Cooking Skills (QCF) 14 20 
50081196 Certificate in Personal and Social Education (Entry 2) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50081202 Award in Personal and Social Education (Entry 2) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50081214 Certificate in Personal and Social Education (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50081226 Award in Personal and Social Education (Entry 3)  
(QCF) 
14 20 
50081433 Certificate in Personal and Social Education (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50081469 Award in Personal and Social Education (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50081834 Award in Personal and Social Education (QCF) 14 20 
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50082139 Certificate in Preparing For Employment (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50082140 Certificate in Preparing for Employment (Entry 2) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50082152 Award in Sustainable Development (QCF) 14 20 
50082164 Certificate in Skills for Working Life (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50082279 Certificate in Skills for Working Life (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50082280 Certificate in Preparing For Employment (QCF) 14 20 
50082310 Award in Preparing for Employment (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50082589 Award in Money and Finance Skills (QCF) 14 20 
50083132 Award in Managing Diversity (QCF) 14 20 
50083429 Certificate in Equality and Diversity (QCF) 14 20 
50084008 Award in Developing Skills for the Workplace (QCF) 14 20 
50085724 Award in Interpersonal Skills (QCF) 14 20 
50086248 Award in Personal Money Management (QCF) 14 20 
5008754X Award in Supporting Employability and Personal 
Effectiveness (QCF) 
14 20 
50087691 BTEC Award in Vocational Studies (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50088543 Award in Skills for Independence and Work (Entry 2) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50088555 Diploma in Skills for Independence and Work (Entry 2) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50088567 Certificate in Skills for Independence and Work (Entry 
2) (QCF) 
14 20 
50089857 Diploma in Vocational Studies (QCF) 14 20 
50089870 Certificate in Vocational Studies (QCF) 14 20 
50090744 Certificate in Supporting Employability and Personal 
Effectiveness (QCF) 
14 20 
50091232 BTEC Diploma in Vocational Studies (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
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50091244 Award in Vocational Studies (QCF) 14 20 
50091359 BTEC Certificate in Vocational Studies (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50093861 Award in Sustainability Skills (QCF) 14 20 
50093873 Certificate in Sustainability Skills (QCF) 14 20 
50093885 Award in Sustainability Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50093897 Certificate in Sustainability Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50097179 Certificate in Work Skills (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50098019 Award in Safe Road Skills and Attitudes (QCF) 14 20 
50098020 Certificate in Safe Road Skills and Attitudes (QCF) 14 20 
50099498 Award for Developing Effective Thinking Skills (QCF) 14 20 
50099668 Certificate in Personal and Social Education (QCF) 14 20 
50100476 Certificate in Personal Financial Planning (QCF) 14 20 
50101365 Award in Developing Oral Interview Skills (Entry 2) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50101377 Award in Communicating Within a Team in the 
Community (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 20 
50101390 Award in Communicating in the Workplace (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50101432 Award in First Steps in Communicating with Others 
(Entry 1) (QCF) 
14 20 
50102254 Certificate in Personal and Social Development (Entry 
2) (QCF) 
14 20 
50102461 Award in Work Skills (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50103714 Award in Personal, Social and Health Education (QCF) 14 20 
50103763 Award in Developing Skills (QCF) 14 20 
50103878 Award in Independent Living - Personal Care (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
5010388X Award in Independent Living - Leisure Activities (Entry 
1) (QCF) 
14 20 
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50103982 Award in Independent Living - Personal Development 
(Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
5010407X Award in Independent Living - Personal Care (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50104081 Award in Independent Living - Rights and 
Responsibilities (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104093 Award in Independent Living - Leisure Activities (Entry 
3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104111 Award in Independent Living - Accessing Community 
Facilities (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104123 Award in Independent Living - Household Skills (Entry 
3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104135 Certificate in Independent Living - Looking After 
Yourself and Your Home (Entry 1) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104147 Certificate in Independent Living - Living in the 
Community (Entry 1) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104159 Diploma in Independent Living (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
50104214 Award in Independent Living - Household Skills (Entry 
2) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104226 Award in Independent Living - Personal Development 
(Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104238 Award in Independent Living - Personal Care (Entry 2) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50104251 Award in Independent Living - Leisure Activities (Entry 
2) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104263 Award in Independent Living - Rights and 
Responsibilities (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104275 Award in Independent Living - Accessing Community 
Facilities (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104287 Certificate in Independent Living - Looking After 
Yourself and Your Home (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104299 Certificate in Independent Living - Living in the 
Community (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 20 
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50104305 Certificate in Independent Living - Looking After 
Yourself and Your Home (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104317 Certificate in Independent Living - Living in the 
Community (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104457 Diploma in Life Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50104858 Award in Independent Living - Household Skills (Entry 
1) (QCF) 
14 20 
5010486X Award in Independent Living - Accessing Community 
Facilities (Entry 1) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104901 Award in Independent Living - Personal Development 
(Entry 1) (QCF) 
14 20 
50104913 Award in Independent Living - Rights and 
Responsibilities (Entry 1) (QCF) 
14 20 
50105942 Diploma in Independent Living (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50105954 Diploma in Independent Living (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50109534 Award in Personal and Social Development for the 
Automotive Environment (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50109583 Introductory Award in Life and Living Skills (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50109625 Award in Personal and Social Development for the 
Automotive Environment (QCF) 
14 20 
50109741 Award in Life and Living Skills (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
50109765 Certificate in Life and Living Skills (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
50110305 Award in Life and Living Skills (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50110317 Introductory Award in Life and Living Skills (Entry 2) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50110329 Introductory Award in Life and Living Skills (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50110330 Certificate in Life and Living Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50110469 Certificate in Getting on at Work (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50110470 Certificate in Getting on at Work (QCF) 14 20 
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50110937 Extended Award in Life and Living Skills (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50111103 Certificate in Developing Skills for Employment (QCF) 14 20 
50111401 Award in Getting on at Work (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50111413 Award in Getting on at Work (QCF) 14 20 
50111437 Award in Life and Living Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50111450 Certificate in Life and Living Skills (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50111644 Award in Solving Problems (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
50111656 Award in Solving Problems (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50111668 Award in Solving Problems (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
5011167X Award in Working Together (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
50111681 Award in Working Together (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50111693 Award in Working Together (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
5011170X Award in Making Progress (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
50111711 Award in Making Progress (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50111723 Award in Making Progress (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50112028 Diploma in Life and Living Skills (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
5011203X Diploma in Life and Living Skills (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50112041 Diploma in Life and Living Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50112454 Award in Employability Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50112806 Award in Using Oral Skills for Interviews (QCF) 14 20 
50113835 Certificate in Preparing for Work (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
50113914 Certificate in Preparing for Work (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50114037 Diploma in Life Skills (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50114049 Diploma in Life Skills (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
5011492X Extended Certificate in Life and Living Skills (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
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50115364 Diploma in Employability and Personal Development 
(Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50116617 Certificate in Life Skills (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
50117002 Extended Certificate in Life and Living Skills (Entry 1) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50117026 Extended Certificate in Life and Living Skills (Entry 2) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50117920 Extended Award in Workskills for Apprenticeships 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50117932 Award in Workskills for Apprenticeships (QCF) 14 20 
50117956 Certificate in Workskills for Apprenticeships (QCF) 14 20 
50118614 Certificate in Skills for Working Life (QCF) 14 20 
5012285X Award in Personal Development and Teamwork (QCF) 14 20 
50122873 Certificate in Personal Development and Teamwork 
(Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50123452 Award in Personal Development and Teamwork (Entry 
3) (QCF) 
14 20 
50123592 Certificate in Personal Development and Teamwork 
(QCF) 
14 20 
50123609 Award in Personal Effectiveness (QCF) 14 20 
60003844 Certificate in Personal and Social Development (QCF) 14 20 
60003881 Award in Personal and Social Development (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
60003911 Award in Personal and Social Development (Entry 2) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
60004460 Certificate in Economic Wellbeing and Financial 
Capability (QCF) 
14 20 
60006821 Award in Personal Progress (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
60006833 Certificate in Personal Progress (Entry 1) (QCF) 14 20 
60007217 Award in Volunteering at an Event (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
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60008258 Award in Economic Wellbeing and Financial Capability 
(QCF) 
14 20 
60010782 Certificate in Learning for Life (QCF) 14 20 
60010794 BTEC Certificate in Learning for Life (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
6001362X Award in Oral Skills for Work Preparation (QCF) 14 20 
60017491 Award in Job Search and Interview Skills (QCF) 14 20 
60018458 Diploma in Personal and Social Development (QCF) 14 20 
60018744 Certificate in Personal Well-Being (QCF) 14 20 
60018768 Award in Personal Well-Being (QCF) 14 20 
60019438 Award in Personal Achievement (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
60019475 Award in Personal Achievement (QCF) 14 20 
60021123 Award in Personal, Employability, Achievement and 
Reflection for Learning (QCF) 
14 20 
60023703 Award in Personal Life Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
60023727 Award in Personal Life Skills (QCF) 14 20 
60023831 Diploma in WorkSkills (QCF) 14 20 
60023922 BTEC Certificate in WorkSkills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
60023934 Award in WorkSkills (QCF) 14 20 
60023946 Certificate in WorkSkills (QCF) 14 20 
60023958 BTEC Award in WorkSkills (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
6002396X Extended Certificate in WorkSkills (QCF) 14 20 
60025906 Award in Induction to College (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
60025931 Award in Preparing for Employment (QCF) 14 20 
60027113 Award of Personal Effectiveness (QCF) 14 20 
60027307 Certificate in Employment, Teamwork and 
Community Skills (QCF) 
14 20 
60027629 Certificate in Employment, Teamwork and 
Community Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
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60027666 Award in Employability Skills (QCF) 14 20 
60027678 Award in Getting Ready for a Journey (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
60027861 Award in Research Skills for Academic Study (QCF) 14 20 
60027940 Certificate in Employability Skills (QCF) 14 20 
60028099 Award in Exploring Occupational Studies (Entry 3) 
(QCF) 
14 20 
60028105 Award in Occupational Studies (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
60028130 Certificate in Occupational Studies (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
60028312 Award in Employment and Personal Learning at Work 
(QCF) 
14 20 
60028579 Award in Exploring Occupational Studies (QCF) 14 20 
60028580 Certificate in Occupational Studies (QCF) 14 20 
60028592 Award in Learning to Learn (QCF) 14 20 
60028737 Award in Occupational Studies (QCF) 14 20 
60031724 Award in Skills for Employment (QCF) 14 20 
60031736 Award in Skills for Employment (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
60031748 Award in Skills for Employment (Entry 2) (QCF) 14 20 
60031761 Certificate in Skills for Employment (QCF) 14 20 
60032868 Award in Employment, Teamwork and Community 
Skills (QCF) 
14 20 
60033344 Award in Employment, Teamwork and Community 
Skills (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
60034828 Certificate in Employability (QCF) 14 20 
6003483X Award in Employability (QCF) 14 20 
60039176 Award in CV Writing (QCF) 14 20 
60040804 Extended Award in Employability and Personal 
Development (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 20 
60041092 Introductory Award in Employability and Personal 
Development (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 20 
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60041109 Introductory Award in Employability and Personal 
Development (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
60041134 Award in Employability and Personal Development 
(Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 20 
60041286 Award in Employability and Personal Development - 
Succeeding at Work (QCF) 
14 20 
60041298 Award in Employability and Personal Development - 
Planning for Life and Work (QCF) 
14 20 
60041493 Award in Employability and Personal Developement - 
Planning for Life and Work (QCF) 
14 20 
60041547 Certificate in Employability and Personal 
Development (Entry 2) (QCF) 
14 20 
60041559 Certificate in Employability and Personal 
Development (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
60041614 Extended Award in Employability and Personal 
Development (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
60041626 Award in Employability and Personal Development 
(Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
60041729 Award in Employability and Personal Development - 
Lifestyle (QCF) 
14 20 
60041730 Award in Employability and Personal Development - 
Preparing for Employment (QCF) 
14 20 
60041754 Extended Award in Employability and Personal 
Development (QCF) 
14 20 
60041766 Diploma in Employability and Personal Development 
(QCF) 
14 20 
60041778 Introductory Award in Employability and Personal 
Development (QCF) 
14 20 
6004178X Award in Employability and Personal Development 
(QCF) 
14 20 
60042102 Award in Personal and Social Development (QCF) 14 20 
60042114 Certificate in Developing Employability Skills (QCF) 14 20 
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60042655 Certificate in Employability and Personal 
Development (QCF) 
14 20 
60042904 Award in Volunteering (QCF) 14 20 
60043593 Award in Personal Learning and Thinking Skills (QCF) 14 20 
60045425 Certificate in Progression (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
60045759 Certificate in Skills Towards Enabling Progression 
(Step-UP) (QCF) 
14 20 
60046430 Award in Reflective Practice (QCF) 14 20 
60047756 Award in Skills Towards Enabling Progression (Step-
UP) (QCF) 
14 20 
60048918 Certificate in Skills Towards Enabling Progression 
(Step-UP) (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
6004892X Diploma in Skills Towards Enabling Progression (Step-
UP) (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
60049248 Certificate in Personal and Social Development (Entry 
3) (QCF) 
14 20 
60049583 Award in Progression (Entry 3) (QCF) 14 20 
60050615 Award in Developing Skills for Employment (QCF) 14 20 
60050706 Award in Skills Towards Enabling Progression (Step-
UP) (Entry 3) (QCF) 
14 20 
60051644 Certificate in Progression (QCF) 14 20 
60051656 Award in Progression (QCF) 14 20 
6005167X Diploma in Progression (QCF) 14 20 
A5004695 Introduction to Teamwork Skills 14 20 
A5004745 Managing Your Own Learning 14 20 
A5005684 Understanding Time Management in the Workplace 14 20 
A5013994 Healthy Eating in Personal Development 14 20 
A5021299 Learning about the range of opportunities in work 14 20 
A5023585 Problem solving at work 14 20 
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A5023604 Identifying processes and procedures at work 14 20 
A5024302 Prioritising tasks 14 20 
A5031010 Understanding risk 14 20 
A5032870 Developing Personal Skills For Leadership 14 20 
A5033095 Preparation for a Recruitment Interview 14 20 
A5033260 Using Cooking Skills in the Domestic Kitchen 14 20 
A6003167 Skills for employment 14 20 
A6003234 Communicating in a Practical Environment 14 20 
A6003735 Self Development 14 20 
A6006196 Career planning and making applications 14 20 
A6007798 Valuing customers 14 20 
A6009938 Working with Others 14 20 
CMISC002 Studies for students with learning difficulties and 
disabilities (such as life skills) leading to no recognised 
learning aim 
14 20 
D5004687 Introduction to Developing a Personal Learning 
Programme 
14 20 
D5004706 Developing Skills for Shopping for your Home 14 20 
D5005015 Exploring job opportunities 14 20 
D5005273 Building a Personal Career Portfolio 14 20 
D5005306 Recognising Employment Opportunities 14 20 
D5020436 Dealing with Problems in daily life 14 20 
D5020453 Working towards Goals 14 20 
D5020470 Managing Social Relationships 14 20 
D5023577 Job search skills 14 20 
D5023594 Presenting yourself for work 14 20 
D5023613 Job and training search skills 14 20 
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D5032859 Producing a Product 14 20 
D6003243 Preparation for Work Experience 14 20 
D6003727 Personal Money Management 14 20 
D6007793 Candidate project for learning and work 14 20 
D6009916 Job Applications 14 20 
F5004696 Developing Personal Learning Programme 14 20 
F5004729 Personal Body Hygiene Awareness 14 20 
F5004780 Understanding Diversity within Society 14 20 
F5004827 Introduction to Participating in Leisure Activities 14 20 
F5005265 Improving Team Building Skills 14 20 
F5005489 Introduction to General Skills for Independent Living 14 20 
F5009509 Speaking and Listening: Engage in Discussion 14 20 
F5013995 Handling Food Safely in Personal Development 14 20 
F5020459 Community action 14 20 
F5020784 Workplace safety and emergency procedures 14 20 
F5023037 Searching for a job 14 20 
F5023538 Working in a team 14 20 
F5023605 Following instructions 14 20 
F5024317 Developing communication skills 14 20 
F5031557 Preparing to achieve own job goals 14 20 
F5031560 Promoting yourself and preparing for a job interview 14 20 
F5032840 Learning with Colleagues and Other Learners 14 20 
F5032854 Preparing for Work Placement 14 20 
F6003252 Participating in Vocational Tasters 14 20 
F6005020 Understand the importance of sustainable 
development to the workplace 
14 20 
H5004674 Introduction to Assertiveness and Decision Making 14 20 
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Skills 
H5004819 Introduction to Preparing for a Recruitment Interview 14 20 
H5005369 Introduction to Developing Personal Study Skills 14 20 
H5005422 Personal Career Preparation 14 20 
H5008904 Personal Development 14 20 
H5020437 Working as part of a group 14 20 
H5020650 Making the most of leisure time 14 20 
H5023032 Completing a job application 14 20 
H5023502 Developing Problem Solving Skills 14 20 
H5023595 Setting yourself targets 14 20 
H5032667 Understanding Customer Service 14 20 
H5032863 Searching for a Job 14 20 
H6003244 Use of Materials in a Practical Activity 14 20 
H6003731 Recognising Prejudice and Discrimination 14 20 
J5004845 Personal Career Planning 14 20 
J5005364 Using Cooking Skills in a Domestic Kitchen 14 20 
J5005543 Personal Budgeting and Money Management 14 20 
J5015179 Introduction to Skills for Employability 14 20 
J5015960 Managing Your Own Money 14 20 
J5017126 Personal Work Skills 14 20 
J5022861 Learning to be financially capable 14 20 
J5023038 Writing a CV 14 20 
J5023590 Understanding your customers 14 20 
J5030992 Teamwork Skills 14 20 
J5032662 Preparing for Work 14 20 
J5032807 Applying for a job 14 20 
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J6003236 Customer Service Skills 14 20 
J6003723 Improving Own Performance 14 20 
J6009912 Form Filling and Other Pre-set Formats 14 20 
K5004708 Family Relationships 14 20 
K5004787 Improving Assertiveness and Decision Making Skills 14 20 
K5004823 Introduction to Recognising Employment 
Opportunities 
14 20 
K5005275 Developing and Using Research Skills 14 20 
K5005292 Preparation for Work 14 20 
K5005535 Washing a Car Exterior 14 20 
K5005681 Communication in the Workplace 14 20 
K5008886 Prepare for Interview 14 20 
K5009715 Time 14 20 
K5016938 Supporting others 14 20 
K5023596 Managing your time 14 20 
K5023601 Taking part in a project 14 20 
K5024263 Work awareness 14 20 
K5030967 Developing Confidence and Self-Esteem 14 20 
K5032878 Building Working Relationships with Customers 14 20 
K6003729 Personal Presentation in the Workplace 14 20 
K6003732 Researching Employment Opportunities 14 20 
K6007795 Teamworking skills 14 20 
K6007800 Working for yourself 14 20 
K6008641 Supporting Employability and Personal Effectiveness 14 20 
K6010034 Preparing for Interviews 14 20 
K6014634 Using advice and guidance 14 20 
L5004815 Introduction to a Training Course 14 20 
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L5005446 Valeting a Car Interior 14 20 
L5008914 Work, Review and Plan 14 20 
L5015782 Introduction to Contact Centre Operations: Level 1 14 20 
L5023025 Introduction to CV Writing Skills 14 20 
L5023543 Organisational products and services 14 20 
L5023591 Understanding motivation 14 20 
L5023610 Working with colleagues 14 20 
L5031013 Valuing equality and diversity 14 20 
L5032842 Positive Attitudes and Behaviours at Work 14 20 
L5032856 Safe Learning in the Workplace 14 20 
L5032873 Communicating Solutions to Others 14 20 
L6003173 Working practices and environments 14 20 
L6009944 CV Writing 14 20 
M5004693 Developing Personal Confidence and Self Awareness 14 20 
M5004788 Understanding Equal Opportunities 14 20 
M5004791 Understanding Prejudice and Discrimination 14 20 
M5004824 Developing Skills for Gaining Employment 14 20 
M5005469 Developing Personal Development Skills 14 20 
M5005505 Introduction to Personal Budgeting and Money 
Management 
14 20 
M5005519 Developing Skills for a Healthy Lifestyle 14 20 
M5005522 Induction to College 14 20 
M5005584 Checking and Maintaining a Car's Tyre Pressure and 
Tread 
14 20 
M5008906 Time Management Skills 14 20 
M5008985 Job Seeking Skills 14 20 
M5015807 Self-Assessment 14 20 
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M5015824 Preparing for  an Interview 14 20 
M5020456 Developing self 14 20 
M5020604 Developing Presentation Skills 14 20 
M5022868 Preparing for and learning from a work placement 14 20 
M5023020 Communicate in a work situation 14 20 
M5023034 Personal Presentation 14 20 
M5023597 Handling information at work 14 20 
M5023616 Being safe and healthy at work 14 20 
M5032848 Managing your Health at Work 14 20 
M5032865 Preparing for an Interview 14 20 
M6003733 Responsible Work Practice 14 20 
M6005286 Understand and explore enterprise skills 14 20 
M6007796 Dealing with challenges 14 20 
M6007801 Performing effectively at interviews 14 20 
M6009936 Working as a Team 14 20 
R5004685 Introduction to Understanding and Achieving Personal 
Learning Goals 
14 20 
R5004699 Developing Personal Learning Skills 14 20 
R5004718 Improving Assertiveness and Decision Making 14 20 
R5004721 Improving Own Learning and Performance 14 20 
R5005223 Preparing for a Recruitment Interview 14 20 
R5005366 Introduction to Undertaking an Enterprise Project 14 20 
R5005447 Waxing and Polishing a Car Exterior 14 20 
R5005481 Understanding Young People, Law and Order 14 20 
R5008901 Improving Own Confidence 14 20 
R5020451 Preparation for work 14 20 
R5021292 Assessing myself for work 14 20 
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R5023026 Completing a job application form 14 20 
R5023589 Dealing with your first days at work 14 20 
R5032664 Time Management 14 20 
R5032812 Career Progression 14 20 
R5039226 Developing Customer Service Skills 14 20 
R6003238 Handling Payment for Goods and Services 14 20 
R6003255 Use Tools and Equipment for a Practical Activity 14 20 
R6003725 Operating in a Work Environment 14 20 
R6005216 Practical Presentation Skills 14 20 
R6007791 Managing personal finance 14 20 
R6009914 Getting the Most out of Training 14 20 
R6009945 Dealing with Difficult Situations 14 20 
T5004744 Making Choices in Pursuit of Personal Goals 14 20 
T5005280 Developing Personal Study Skills 14 20 
T5005313 Understanding Welfare at Work 14 20 
T5008888 Understanding Work-based Learning and 
Apprenticeships 
14 20 
T5015811 Building Working Relationships with Colleagues 14 20 
T5021298 Preparing for and learning from interviews 14 20 
T5021303 Learning about workplace values and practices 14 20 
T5023035 Preparing for an interview 14 20 
T5023553 Presenting yourself 14 20 
T5031619 Work Experience 14 20 
T5032818 Solving Work-Related Problems 14 20 
T5032835 Self-Management Skills 14 20 
T5032849 Setting and Meeting Targets at Work 14 20 
T5032866 Interview Skills 14 20 
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T5032883 Summarising Documents 14 20 
T6003247 Developing Practical Skills and Techniques 14 20 
T6003250 Investigating a Vocational Area 14 20 
T6003717 Applying for Work 14 20 
T6003720 Customer Care 14 20 
T6003734 Rights and Responsibilities in the Workplace 14 20 
T6005211 Investigating a Career 14 20 
T6006195 Effective skills, qualities and attitudes for learning and 
work 
14 20 
T6007797 Managing yourself 14 20 
T6009923 Planning for Progression 14 20 
T6009940 Writing Needs at Work 14 20 
Y5004770 Developing own Interpersonal Skills 14 20 
Y5005367 Understanding a Work Experience Placement 14 20 
Y5005501 Introduction to Food, Drink and Cooking 14 20 
Y5005515 Introduction to Group and Teamwork Communication 
Skills 
14 20 
Y5005661 Using Teamwork Skills 14 20 
Y5005790 Developing Group and Teamwork Communication 
Skills 
14 20 
Y5008902 Induction to Study 14 20 
Y5009712 Money: Adding and Subtracting 14 20 
Y5015848 Applying for a Job 14 20 
Y5016921 Planning for progression 14 20 
Y5020435 Working towards goals 14 20 
Y5020452 Managing Own Money 14 20 
Y5020659 Environmental Awareness 14 20 
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Y5022864 Presenting personal information effectively 14 20 
Y5023559 Understanding and coping with change 14 20 
Y5023609 Understanding conflict at work 14 20 
Y5030978 Interpersonal Communication Skills 14 20 
Y5032844 Learning from More Experienced People 14 20 
Y5032875 Working in a Team 14 20 
Y5033038 Banking and Other Financial Organisations 14 20 
Y5035209 Communication Skills in Preparing for Work 14 20 
Y6003726 Oral Presentation Skills 14 20 
Y6009929 Transferable Skills and Training Needs 14 20 
Y6009946 Job Search 14 20 
Y6023166 Preparing for the role of a mentor 14 20 
Z9OAC141 Non-externally-certificated non-FE other provision, 
Foundations for Learning and Life SSA (14.1) 
14 20 
Z9OAC142 Non-externally-certificated non-FE other provision, 
Preparation for Work SSA (14.2) 
14 20 
Z9OP114A Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
Z9OP114B Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW B 
14 20 
Z9OP114C Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW C 
14 20 
Z9OP114D Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW D 
14 20 
Z9OP114E Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW E 
14 20 
Z9OP214A Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
Z9OP214B Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW B 
14 20 
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Z9OP214C Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW C 
14 20 
Z9OP214E Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW E 
14 20 
Z9OP314A Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level 3, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
Z9OPE14A Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Entry 
Level, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
Z9OPE14B Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level E, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW B 
14 20 
Z9OPE14C Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level E, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW C 
14 20 
Z9OPE14D Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level E, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW D 
14 20 
Z9OPE14E Non-externally certificated FE other provision, Level E, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW E 
14 20 
Z9V1H14A Additional 1 NVQ/GNVQ unit, Higher Level, PW A, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) 
14 20 
Z9V2114A Additional 2 NVQ/GNVQ units, Level 1, PW A, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) 
14 20 
Z9V5114A Additional 5 NVQ/GNVQ unit, Level 1, PW A, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) 
14 20 
ZCAC114A Credit Achievement Code (OCN) licenced by NOCN, 
Level 1, PW A, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) 
14 20 
ZCAC214A Credit Achievement Code (OCN) licenced by NOCN, 
Level 2, PW A, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) 
14 20 
ZCAC314A Credit Achievement Code (OCN) licenced by NOCN, 
Level 3, PW A, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) 
14 20 
ZCACE14A Credit Achievement Code (OCN) licenced by NOCN, 
Entry Level, PW A, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 
14) 
14 20 
ZCACE14D Credit Achievement Code (OCN) licenced by NOCN, 
Entry Level, PW D, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 
14) 
14 20 
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ZESF0001 ESF Cofinanced - Participant receiving matrix 
accredited IAG 
14 20 
ZFLP0001 Work Placement within Foundation Learning 14 20 
ZILSK14A Independent Living Skills, Preparation for Life and 
Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
ZILSK14B Independent Living Skills, Preparation for Life and 
Work (SSA 14), PW B 
14 20 
ZILSK14C Independent Living Skills, Preparation for Life and 
Work (SSA 14), PW C 
14 20 
ZILSK14D Independent Living Skills, Preparation for Life and 
Work (SSA 14), PW D 
14 20 
ZILSK14E Independent Living Skills, Preparation for Life and 
Work (SSA 14), PW E 
14 20 
ZOEDL014 All other education/leisure type courses, Preparation 
for Life and Work (SSA 14) 
14 20 
ZPSC0014 Practical skills/crafts, Preparation for Life and Work 
(SSA 14) 
14 20 
ZS4J0001 Skills for Jobs - Action plan activity and tailored 
training 
14 20 
ZSPE0001 Tailored pre-employment training 14 20 
ZUNE114A Unitisation (external qualification not approved)  
Level 1, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
ZUNE214A Unitisation (external qualification not approved)  
Level 2, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
ZUQA114A Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
ZUQA114B Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW B 
14 20 
ZUQA114C Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW C 
14 20 
ZUQA214A Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
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ZUQA214B Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW B 
14 20 
ZUQA214C Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW C 
14 20 
ZUQA314A Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Level 3, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
ZUQA314D Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Level 3, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW D 
14 20 
ZUQAE14A Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Entry Level, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
ZUQAE14B Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Entry Level, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW B 
14 20 
ZUQAE14C Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Entry Level, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW C 
14 20 
ZUQAE14E Unit(s) of approved QCF provision - Entry Level, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW E 
14 20 
ZUXA114A Unit(s) of approved NQF provision - Level 1, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
ZUXA214A Unit(s) of approved NQF provision - Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
ZUXA214B Unit(s) of approved NQF provision - Level 2, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW B 
14 20 
ZUXA314B Unit(s) of approved NQF provision - Level 3, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW B 
14 20 
ZUXAE14A Unit(s) of approved NQF provision - Entry Level, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW A 
14 20 
ZUXAE14B Unit(s) of approved NQF provision - Entry Level, 
Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14), PW B 
14 20 
ZVOC0014 Vocational study not leading to a recognised 
qualification, Preparation for Life and Work (SSA 14) 
14 20 
50021175 Certificate in Volunteering 14 20 
F6006443 Gardening for Pleasure 14 20 
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J5034704 Introduction to Customer Service 14 20 
00245539 Foundation Degree in Public Services 15 01 
00245747 Foundation Degree in Public Services Management 15 01 
5008348X Certificate in Facilities Management (QCF) 15 07 
00235427 Special Needs Provision (BPCFE) U 01 
00244559 Foundation Degree in Working with Children and 
Young People 
U 01 
00244727 Foundation Degree in Professional Practice (Health 
and Social Care) 
U 01 
00245143 BA (Hons) in Social Care U 01 
00244723 Foundation Degree in Marine Biology and Coastal 
Zone Management 
U 02 
00244724 BSc (Hons) in Marine Biology and Coastal Zone 
Management 
U 02 
00243845 Foundation Degree in Fashion Design Manufacture U 04 
00243847 BA (Hons) in Fashion Design Manufacture U 04 
00284028 MNTB Engineering Skills Operational Level U 04 
00293694 Unvented Hot Water Storage Systems (Inspect Only) U 05 
00293696 Unvented Hot Water Storage Systems (Install, 
Commission and Service) 
U 05 
00244721 Foundation Degree in Game Design and Development U 06 
00244725 BSc (Hons) in Network Engineering and Systems 
Administration 
U 06 
00244726 Foundation Degree in Network Engineering and 
Systems Administration 
U 06 
00244777 Foundation Degree in Computing (Business 
Information Technology) 
U 06 
00244782 Foundation Degree in Business Information 
Technology 
U 06 
00244896 BA (Hons) in Design For Games U 06 
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00244901 Foundation Degree in Design For Games U 06 
00244951 HNC in Applied Information Technology U 06 
00245131 Foundation Degree in Web Development and 
Management 
U 06 
00245136 Foundation Degree in Network and Security 
Technologies 
U 06 
00245159 Foundation Degree in Communication and 
Networking Technologies 
U 06 
00245174 Foundation Degree in Software Development with 
Multimedia 
U 06 
00244883 Foundation Degree in Golf Management U 08 
CMISC003 Physical education/sport/fitness U 08 
00243700 Foundation Degree in Interior Design U 09 
00243844 Foundation Degree in Interior Architecture U 09 
00243936 BA (Hons) in Fashion Design U 09 
00243938 BA (Hons) in Fine Art U 09 
00244504 BA in Fine Art and Professional Practice U 09 
00244695 BA (Hons) in Musical Theatre Studies U 09 
00244696 Foundation Degree in TV and Broadcast Media U 09 
00244798 Foundation Degree in Music Production U 09 
00244805 BA (Hons) in Music Production U 09 
00244899 Foundation Degree in Animation Arts U 09 
00245238 BSc (Hons) in Media Production (Music) U 09 
CMISC005 Modern foreign languages U 12 
CMISC001 Tutorial and enrichment studies for full time 16-18 
students studying for example, GCE A levels; AS levels; 
GCSEs and short course GCSEs 
U 17 
00287141 Access to Higher Education Diploma: Science and 
Nursing - College of West Anglia 
X 01 
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00289919 TUC Health and Safety - Level 1 (12 glh) X 01 
00289921 TUC Health and Safety - Level 3 (12 glh) X 01 
00289922 TUC Health and Safety - Level 1 (18 glh) X 01 
00289925 TUC Health and Safety - Level 1 (30 glh) X 01 
00289926 TUC Health and Safety - Level 2 (30 glh) X 01 
00289927 TUC Health and Safety - Level 3 (30 glh) X 01 
00289928 TUC Health and Safety - Level 1 (60 glh) X 01 
00290396 First Aid at Work Requalification X 01 
00291045 Emergency and Basic First Aid X 01 
00291050 Total First Aid X 01 
00291054 Fire Marshal X 01 
A5005264 Understanding Family Relationships X 01 
A5029662 Awareness of communication in adult social care X 01 
A6011429 Engage in personal development in health, social care 
or children's and young people's settings 
X 01 
A6016274 Principles of supporting individuals with a learning 
disability regarding sexuality and sexual health 
X 01 
A6017215 Support person-centred thinking and planning X 01 
A6019191 Enable rights and choices of individuals with dementia 
whilst minimising risks 
X 01 
D5029590 Introduction to the Values and Principles of Adult 
Social Care 
X 01 
D6014095 Provide Indian head massage X 01 
F5029579 Introduction to the Adult Social Care Sector X 01 
F5029727 Awareness of the role and responsibilities of the adult 
social care worker 
X 01 
J6016293 Understand positive risk taking for individuals with 
disabilities 
X 01 
K6006310 Conflict Management for the Private Security Industry X 01 
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K6015329 Apply Micro dermabration X 01 
L6006705 Working as a Security Officer X 01 
L6011693 Understand Child and Young Person Development X 01 
M5029660 Awareness of the skills and attitudes needed to work 
in adult social care 
X 01 
M6005174 Working in the Private Security Industry X 01 
R6011436 Principles for implementing duty of care in health, 
social care or children's and young people's settings 
X 01 
T6015317 Understand how to support individuals with autistic 
spectrum conditions 
X 01 
Y6013558 Provide Massage using Pre-blended Aromatherapy 
Oils 
X 01 
Y6014693 Understand and enable interaction and 
communication with individuals who have dementia 
X 01 
A5025062 Prepare and plant a hanging basket X 03 
D5025040 Cultivate land by single digging/forking X 03 
D5025068 Support individual stems X 03 
D5025118 Identify trees and shrubs X 03 
D5025183 Lift, divide and plant herbaceous perennials X 03 
D5025197 Prune hedges by hand X 03 
F5024964 Prepare  ground  for  sowing  or  planting X 03 
F5025063 Sow seed indoors in containers X 03 
F5025127 Care for a planted area X 03 
F5025161 Pot up rooted cuttings, large seedlings or plugs by 
hand 
X 03 
H5025041 Plant flower bulbs for naturalisation or bedding X 03 
H5025055 Prune bush roses X 03 
J5025095 Prepare and plant a container for display X 03 
K5025106 Set out pots, modules or trays, following potting or X 03 
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pricking out 
K6000085 Horticulture: Introduction to Ground Preparation X 03 
L5024966 Prepare soil and apply an organic mulch X 03 
M5024961 Plant container grown subjects X 03 
T5020619 Control weeds in a planted area X 03 
T6000140 Horticulture: Plant Flower Bulbs for Naturalisation or 
Bedding 
X 03 
Y5024968 Water a bed, border or area of plants in containers X 03 
00295222 Combustion Performance Analysis X 05 
00295224 Natural Gas to LP Gas Changeover Assessment 
(Permanent Dwellings) 
X 05 
00295225 Natural Gas to LP Gas Changeover Assessment 
(Residential Park Homes) 
X 05 
00295226 Natural Gas to LP Gas Changeover Assessment 
(Leisure Accomodation Vehicles) 
X 05 
00295227 Natural Gas to LP Gas Changeover Assessment (Boats) X 05 
00295229 Natural Gas to LP Gas Changeover Assessment 
(Commercial Mobile Catering) 
X 05 
00295235 Solar Thermal Hot Water X 05 
A6021328 Developing site carpentry skills X 05 
A6021362 Developing blockwork skills X 05 
D6021323 Introducing brickwork skills X 05 
H5023693 Developing Joinery Skills X 05 
J5023685 Developing Bricklaying Skills X 05 
J6021364 Developing plastering skills X 05 
K5023694 Developing Plumbing Skills X 05 
K6021356 Developing paint finishing skills X 05 
L5023686 Developing Building Maintenance Skills X 05 
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M5023695 Starting Work in Construction X 05 
R5023690 Developing Construction Painting Skills X 05 
R5024550 Developing Practical Skills for Maintaining Plants X 05 
T6021330 Developing bench joinery skills X 05 
Y5023691 Developing Electrical Installation Skills X 05 
00288730 Access to Higher Education Diploma: Information and 
Communication Technology - South Essex College 
(formerly South East Essex College) 
X 06 
00289931 TUC Information Communications Technology - Level 
1 (9 glh) 
X 06 
00289932 TUC Information Communications Technology - Level 
2 (9 glh) 
X 06 
00289934 TUC Information Communications Technology - Level 
1 (12 glh) 
X 06 
00289935 TUC Information Communications Technology - Level 
2 (12 glh) 
X 06 
00289937 TUC Information Communications Technology - Level 
1 (18 glh) 
X 06 
00289943 TUC Information Communications Technology - Level 
1 (60 glh) 
X 06 
Y5014070 Word Processing X 06 
A5023795 Styling Men's Hair X 07 
A6001046 Creatively cut hair using a combination of barbering 
techniques 
X 07 
A6008630 Colour and lighten hair X 07 
A6008773 Salon reception duties X 07 
A6009065 Client consultation for hair services X 07 
A6009146 Cut men's hair X 07 
A6014458 Client care and communication in beauty-related 
industries 
X 07 
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D6013562 Apply Individual Permanent Lashes X 07 
H6001025 Provide shaving services X 07 
H6008539 Shampoo and condition the hair and scalp X 07 
J6008632 Create an image based on a theme within the hair and 
beauty sector 
X 07 
J6013555 Remove Hair using Waxing Techniques X 07 
J6015337 Promote and sell products and services to clients X 07 
K6001222 Design and create a range of facial hair shapes X 07 
L6008535 Provide scalp massage services X 07 
L6014450 Provide Nail Art X 07 
M6008611 Working in the hair industry X 07 
M6013937 Provide and maintain nail enhancement X 07 
R6014448 Provide pedicure treatments X 07 
T6008612 Cut women's hair X 07 
T6008769 Promote products and services to clients in a salon X 07 
T6009064 Cut facial hair X 07 
T6014569 Provide manicure treatments X 07 
T6015642 Working in beauty related industries X 07 
Y5023805 Plaiting and Twisting Hair X 07 
Y6008537 Perm and neutralise hair X 07 
F6013554 Provide Eyelash and Brow Treatments X 07 
R6007533 Provide self-tanning services X 07 
00284900 Community Radio Broadcasting Skills X 09 
00285684 Certificate in Human Resource Management 
(Intermediate Level) 
X 15 
R6025210 Understand the importance of legislation and 
procedures 
X 15 
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T5023536 Business and customer awareness X 15 
A5009511 Writing for Meaning: Grammar and Punctuation X 16 
A5009752 Addition and Subtraction X 16 
R5016318 Text Production X 16 
H5023578 Job application skills X 20 
K5023579 Interview skills X 20 
M6016076 Working in customer service X 20 
T5024282 Behaving appropriately at work X 20 
 
 
 
